P300 topography and modality effects from a single-stimulus paradigm.
The P300 event-related brain potential (ERP) was elicited with auditory and visual stimuli in two different tasks. The oddball paradigm presented both target and standard stimuli; the single-stimulus paradigm presented a target but no standard stimulus, with the intertarget interval the same as that for the oddball condition. Target probability was .20 for the oddball task, with target stimuli occurring at the same temporal frequency in the single-stimulus paradigm. Scalp topography was assessed with 15 electrode locations. P300 amplitude was larger and latency was longer for the oddball than for single-stimulus procedure. P300 from auditory stimuli was smaller and shorter in latency than that from the visual stimuli, and both modalities showed similar but not identical scalp topographies. The findings suggest that the single-stimulus paradigm may be useful in experimental and applied contexts that require very simple ERP task conditions.